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Introduction
Every business wants to improve productivity by
developing leaner workflows; however, trying to
streamline business processes is a perennial
problem for any company.
Atlassian tools offer solutions to many of the
problems faced by businesses. Initially created to
optimize software development processes,
Atlassian now has a much broader role as a
toolstack for streamlining all aspects of
business organization.
What sort of problems does Atlassian try to solve?
Let’s take a look at some common challenges...
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Pain Points
Any organization of sufficient size encounters
problems when it comes to coordinating bigger
projects. Whether you’re a software development
company, a financial institution, a healthcare
company, or a public sector provider - some issues are
just universal. Let’s take a look at the most common
pain points that occur regardless of the industry you
happen to be in.

Difficulty Coordinating Teams

It’s not uncommon to have separate teams working on
a single project across multiple locations. Maybe they
even work in different countries and time zones. How
do you make sure these teams maintain a common
focus and are working towards the same goal?
Coordinating them is a big logistical challenge.

Competing Tools

Different departments in your organization may have
adopted different tools. This can make collaboration
between teams very challenging. Whose tools should
take precedence in a common venture? How much time
do you need to retrain those who have to learn the new
tools? What do you do with everything built using the
old tools? Competing tools produce information silos
and legacy data that becomes increasingly
difficult to manage.

Uncertain Communication Channels

Without clearly established lines of communication
important messages can often miss their intended
targets. Some people like to communicate via email,
some on instant messenger, some don’t mind being
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contacted via their private social media while others
prefer talking rather than the written word. Which
medium is appropriate for the individual you need to
contact? How do you reach key decision makers when
time is a factor?

Lack of Project Oversight

How do you maintain visibility on a complex project
involving lots of moving parts? How much time will be
spent in meetings to monitor progress? How many
emails will you have to exchange with all of the
relevant people? The process of simply trying to stay
informed can become a real burden.

Program Management and
Inter-Project Dependencies

At management level how do you maintain visibility on
multiple programs across a range of projects? How do
you plan and steer on delivery dates based on
available resources? How do you manage inter-project
dependencies?
The solution to all of these challenges awaits you…
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Alleviate The Pain
With Atlassian Just Ask Prepend.
Atlassian has created tooling designed to help
businesses overcome these difficulties with an
integrated stack that allows you to regain control over
your business processes and cut down on a whole
range of inefficiencies.
As an Atlassian Platinum Solution Partner, Prepend’s
expertise and commitment has been helping
businesses solve problems and implement sustainable
solutions since 2008.

Let’s find out more by
taking a closer look at
Prepend’s unique
approach....

Prepend.
Relieving
pain since
2008.

Prepend was started by software development
professionals who had adopted Atlassian tools in a
previous business. When they realized how effective
Atlassian was at solving problems in their business and
development processes they decided to found Prepend
as a way of introducing Atlassian to other companies.
Prepend know how effective Atlassian tooling is as it
powers their own business every day.
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The Prepend
Approach: More
than a Decade of
Expert Insights
We were all too familiar with pain points like
competing tools, lack of oversight and fuzzy
coordination. Finding the right tools to streamline
workflows, collaborate on projects and communicate
quickly and easily used to be a daily battle for us.
Then, in 2007, we discovered a best of breed toolstack
that allowed us to do exactly that. Atlassian’s Jira,
Confluence and Bitbucket quickly proved to be the
best tools for facilitating the collaboration we needed
to ship code faster.
Since then we have become experts in implementing
complete Atlassian solutions for our customers
tailored to their specific needs. Our best practices are
based on the Agile Scrum method and we build new
systems and architecture on a foundation of shared
responsibility and close cooperation.
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Here’s how...
Agile Scrum

We support your teams
by introducing Scrum
as the best way of
collaborating and
working on iterations
together. This
methodology allows
us to effectively and
transparently design
what you need and
shows you how to do
it yourselves.

Deep Dive Analysis

We begin by making a comprehensive analysis of your
current status and future requirements. Where are you
today, and where do you want to be tomorrow? We
engage with your key stakeholders to determine the
full list of specifications to meet your business needs.
Existing systems, processes and workflows are
assessed, both on a technical and functional level, and
a data migration strategy is mapped out. We then
provide you with a detailed analysis of how to achieve
your desired outcomes by leveraging the Atlassian
toolstack.

Your Success (Our End Game)

As soon as we’ve refined and accepted all the
iterations we define a Go-Live plan to enable a smooth
transition to your new platform. We’ll then train your
teams on the day-to-day management of the various
systems and introduce best practices to achieve the
optimal mix for your ‘new’ way of working.

Installation of Project Start
Architecture (PSA)
We employ this architecture as a
baseline to configure your initial
analysis and then map out your
journey towards becoming a lean,
Agile organization. We begin with
green-field installation of the tools
you need, including all relevant
apps (add-ons) that were identified
during analysis. We create a robust
link with your authentication source
and get you up and running.

Refinement of PSA

We then work to clarify the initial PSA over a
series of sprints for the best fit with your
business. As you adopt the new tools we’ll work hand
in hand to optimize your initial roadmap by tailoring
workflows, apps and integrations. Each sprint starts
with a planning session to discuss our objectives and
scope and concludes with a demo for all stakeholders.
Upon confirmation you start testing and then we
refine with subsequent sprints until we’re satisfied.
This method allows us to continuously iterate towards
your desired outcome.
.EU
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Plan, Track & Support
Jira Software
Jira Software is a tool that gives you the ability to
assign, prioritize, track and audit all of your
day-to-day work. It encourages agile workflows by
incorporating Scrum and Kanban boards and real time
reporting.
Jira unites the disparate elements in your organization
by situating them in one easy to manage, highly visible
workflow. Every member of the team can monitor the
progress of the entire development cycle, so everyone
is always up to speed. Let’s look at the key principles
behind Jira Software in more detail.
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Work

Jira Software offers “out-of-the-box” workflows, but it
also gives you the opportunity to customize planning
formats to meet specific requirements for any
business. Flexibility is important and JIRA Software
has been designed to offer planning capability for
teams of any shape or size.
Create a Story to capture the full scope of your project
and then break it down into Tasks for individual team
members. Manage and prioritize by designating
long-term goals as Epics and shorter term milestones
as Sprints. A full range of sorting and filtering tools
means you can categorize your workload in detail and
provide clear guidelines that everyone can see.

Track

Jira Software has a highly efficient tracking capability.
Complete visibility and real time updates give all
teams the ability to gauge progress immediately,
reducing the need for time-consuming meetings,
phone calls and emails.

Every member of
the team can
monitor the
progress of the
entire development
cycle, so everyone
is always up to
speed.

Compatibility is of great importance if you have
existing tooling in place. That’s why JIRA Software
seamlessly integrates all of your existing tools in its
adoption process. It integrates and reports on all data
changes, ensuring everyone is in possession of all the
relevant information in real time.

Milestones

Jira Software gives you the oversight and control to
make releases with complete confidence. It displays all
of the issues you are targeting for a release in a single
view so you can check the status of all your items
quickly and easily. Having a complete overview of your
upcoming release updated in real time means you can
be sure there are no unseen problems lurking below
the surface. When it says it’s done - it’s done!

Reporting

You can also rely on Jira Software to provide your team
with the feedback it needs to achieve continuous
improvement. Jira monitors team activity and enables
you to analyze performance, identify inefficiency and
continuously iterate toward perfection.
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Program
Management
Portfolio for Jira
With Jira Software you’re already making great strides
when it comes to optimizing your day-to-day working
processes. Portfolio for Jira gives you the power to
manage those efficiencies at scale by giving you a
complete overview of ongoing work and aggregating
your data in real time.
High level visibility over your Jira projects means you
can align your teams and development goals in one
program management master plan.
Portfolio for Jira also gives you long-term, data-driven
planning capability by integrating your Jira Software
issues. Create roadmaps, make forecasts, coordinate
multiple teams and manage your resources with real
time information.
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Roadmaps: Consolidate your teams and projects into
a single view roadmap. Monitor overall progress and
anticipate bottlenecks before they occur while keeping
track of all your target deadlines.
Estimations: Make use of time-based and story-point
estimates for team velocity and target dates. Compare
initial estimates with current progress to measure
team performance.

Forecasts: Dynamic loading of your ongoing JIRA
issues provides accurate forecasts for upcoming
releases. Track your deadlines with real time updates
and monitor team progress to make sure dates are
being met.
Scenarios: Scenario planning enables you to compare
the merits of different scope and team combinations.
Analyze various hypotheticals before choosing the
course of work that will be most productive.

Reporting: Aggregate your data to
produce comprehensive reports and
graphs on all aspects of your project
plan. Analyze according to releases,
capacity, scope or schedules. Share
reports across all teams, projects and
stakeholders.

Resource Management: Which team
needs extra help to meet its target? With
total visibility over your projects you can
quickly identify areas of weakness and
reassign budget and personnel to meet
demand.

High level visibility over
all of your Jira projects
means you can align all of
your teams and
development goals in one
program management
master plan.
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Sharing and
Communicating
Knowledge
Confluence
Confluence provides a single source of truth where
businesses can create and manage all documentation
and content. With Confluence you can create both
private and public wikis that allow you to edit and
share a full range of office applications. It also acts as
a social space where employees can discuss all aspects
of their work. Like all Atlassian tools, Confluence looks
to encourage successful collaboration, visibility,
integration and clear communication.

Uses: With its huge range of applications you can
create, share and edit documents, spreadsheets,
slides, graphs, charts, images, pdfs, etc. You can also
make use of an extensive range of templates or
customize your own.
Spaces: Organize your business by assigning separate
work spaces to different teams and projects. You can
also manage user access through a structured
hierarchy ensuring the right people have the right
access.
Editing: Edit your content with wiki markup, rich text
editor or Microsoft Word/OpenOffice. Choose the
editing tool that’s right for your needs.
Searchability: Find the information you’re looking for
instantly with a powerful search engine that searches
all your content, including attachments.
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Feedback: By embedding your comments in the
documentation everything can be clearly seen in
full context.
Social Networking: Build social networks by adding
friends, creating a profile and updating your
colleagues with status updates. You can also store
personal information for easy reference and simplified
search capability.
Share: Display important company information in a
central, highly visible space for easy employee access.
Use as a notice board for business developments
and announcements.

Integration

Jira: Connect with Jira to monitor and track your work
in Confluence. Reporting will help you optimize your
early stage development processes.
Microsoft Office: Fully integrated with Microsoft
Office. View your PowerPoint and Excel files
inside Confluence.
Web: Embed any content from the web directly into
your files in Confluence - like YouTube videos or images
from Instagram.
Mobile: You are always online as you can sync
between desktop and mobile. Stay in the loop
wherever you are.

With Confluence you can
create both private and
public wikis that allow
you to edit and share a
full range of office
applications.
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Regulation and
Compliance
GDPR in a Box
Compliance with data protection legislation is
something all responsible businesses must attend to
and GDPR places a particularly challenging set of
demands on all of us.
GDPR guarantees individuals certain rights with
respect to their data, including the right to: appeal,
data portability, restriction of processing, erasure,
rectification, and inspection.

This means that your
company will need
to know:

• Where all the data is stored
• Which customers have opted in or
out for marketing purposes
• Which data will be anonymized
• If you have 3rd party agreements
for the use of your customer and
employee data
• If you are ready to process a
customer request to exercise
their rights
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To offer organizations a simple way to achieve GDPR
compliance Prepend has developed a simple yet
comprehensive solution based on three key Atlassian
tools: Jira, Jira Service Desk and Confluence.

Prepend’s GDPR in a Box can be used to meet the
standards of any regulatory framework e.g. ISO 27001.
The solution facilitates compliance by tracking and
recording all relevant data while providing easy access
and user-friendly oversight at macro level.
GDPR in a Box can be implemented within a few days
to help ensure your company’s compliance. The key
components include:

Portal: Jira Service Desk

Jira Service Desk provides the point of access for
customers to raise tickets. By using the service desk
portal customers can submit a request, in
accordance with their rights under GDPR, which
then becomes an easily manageable
workflow in Jira.

Tracking:
Jira

Jira is the ideal tool
for managing your
internal processes and all
customer requests for data. It
allows you to create workflows that
can be monitored from when a ticket is first
raised right through to resolution. The
workflows provide real time oversight on all
subjects, statuses, due dates and authors. With Jira
you can demonstrate a consistent, transparent
process for dealing with GDPR requests which is a key
aspect of compliance.

Documenting: Confluence

Confluence is a collaborative wiki-based tool that
allows you to create and store all of the necessary
documentation you need for compliance. Use it to
record and track where all personal data is stored in
your organization, and also document the processes
for dealing with customer requests. Confluence is
incredibly easy to search and offers the ability to track
changes and revert to previous versions.
.EU
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Managing Your Code
Bitbucket (the technical stuff!)
If your company is building software, Bitbucket, based
on the key Atlassian principles of collaboration,
communication and visibility, will be your tool of
choice. Bitbucket is a version control system for Git
with unlimited repositories that truly scales. Manage
your development process by shipping smart code
quickly and with confidence.

Here’s how:

Build in Quality: Create branches from the main
repository by issuing pull requests, notify relevant
colleagues of changes to the code and use the branch
to collaborate and review potential amendments. Once
approved, merge the changes into the master
repository without ever jeopardizing production.
Pipelines: Unlock your full continuous delivery
potential through Bitbucket Pipelines. No extra
integration of your repository is required with
Pipelines, so you can start building instantly. Manage
the full development cycle from code to deploy.
Security: Keep your code secure through a three tier
permission system. Assign global access to systems
admins, project level access to your development team
leads, and manage detailed branch access
for individuals.
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Collaboration: Bitbucket gives you full control over
the codebase through enterprise level visibility in a
centralized repository. From there you can monitor
ongoing activity, commits and the full code history.
There’s also an inline comments feature that allows
you to embed discussion on potential changes right
there in the code. And you can review the changes in
your repositories by looking at side-by-side diffs.
Integration with Jira Software: Bitbucket and Jira
are designed to fully complement each other. Jira’s
tracking capability gives you total traceability and
allows you to see which commits resolved
which issues.
Existing Continuous Integration Tool: Bitbucket
also connects with your existing CI tool and
automatically creates a new build for each new
commit. It displays build results from the CI system
and signifies how healthy your code is with a simple
pass/fail icon.

Bitbucket gives
you full control
over the codebase
through enterprise
level visibility in a
centralized
repository.
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Extensibility
Atlassian tools fully integrate with each other but
there is also an extensive range of helpful apps
available from the Atlassian Marketplace. There are
literally thousands to choose from. Let’s look at some
of the most popular apps for the tools we
have mentioned:

Jira Software

Xporter: Export your issues into docx, xlsx
and pdf using Word and Excel templates.
Tempo Timesheets: Easy time tracking in
JIRA, overview of work for billing and payroll
and quick approval of timesheets.
Zephyr: A fully integrated test management
solution for Jira. Plan and assign your test
cycles, create and execute tests and import
tests from other systems.

Confluence

Calendars for Confluence: Refine your level
of organization by managing project
timelines, rosters, annual leave and
social events.
Questions for Confluence: An internal Q&A
feature that can unlock the latent expertise
in your organization. Pool everyone’s
knowledge to solve problems quickly.
Gliffy: Comprehensive diagram plug-in for
beginners to advanced technical users.
Create anything from basic flowcharts to
advanced network diagrams. You can even
import your own libraries and continue
editing.
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Bitbucket:

Awesome Graphs for Bitbucket: Visualize
your repositories and projects with
statistical graphs and charts. Personal
stats are available so individual
performance can be evaluated. You can
also analyze when your team is at its
most productive.
SVN Mirror for Bitbucket Server: Import
and Mirror your SVN repositories into
Bitbucket. Take time to learn the Git
workflow and migrate at your own pace.
Notifyr: Notifications for
Bitbucket: Receive email
notifications when changes are
made to your repository.
Changes to code are
included in the email so
there’s no need to
leave your inbox to
see them.
With so many available apps
it might be difficult to know
which ones are right for you.
Prepend’s expertise will be of
invaluable assistance when
choosing what’s best for your specific
business case.
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Did We Mention
Mission Critical Yet?
If you’re new to Atlassian, or even if you’re not, Data
Center offers the best Mission Critical solution for all
your Atlassian tools. This self-hosting option gives you
full control over application maintenance and offers a
range of features to ensure your systems remain stable
as your business grows.

High Availability: Data Center helps you avoid poor
performance and minimizes downtime through
active-active clustering and load distribution.
Clustering on multiple servers means your team can
keep working in the event of unexpected hardware
failures. You can also prepare for worst case scenarios
by deploying a disaster recovery capability offsite.

Minimum downtime and
instant scalability make for a
very strong case when it
comes to server deployment.
Data Center excels at both.

Easy Growth: As your business grows you can scale
your software capabilities without affecting
performance. Add nodes to your existing cluster
without any downtime. Existing nodes automatically
synchronize apps and indexes with new nodes, so
there’s no need for any planned outages. And every
additional node increases capacity for concurrent
users to give consistent access during peak times.
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Seamless Adoption
with Prepend
Atlassian’s tools speak for themselves. If you’re
struggling to organize your projects and communicate
clearly between your teams the business case for
adopting Atlassian is obvious.

prepend.eu
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So, why should you hire consultants to help you?
And when choosing a consultancy company, why
Prepend?
Consultancy: With Prepend you will have highly
experienced consultants helping you every step of the
way. We evaluate every team within your organization
to fully understand their business needs before
looking at the entire business to determine (inter)
dependencies. We work with clients in agile teams of
between two and three people and have built a
reputation for professionalism, speed and getting it
right first time around.
Adoption: We then create a comprehensive roadmap
to safely and securely migrate legacy data, integrate,
train your teams, test all working parts and iterate
until you are completely satisfied. Our unique
approach has benefited organizations of all shapes
and sizes and our years of experience will ensure you
get exactly what you need when you need it.

Systems Management: Atlassian is about much more
than producing great code. Prepend has experience of
integrating Atlassian as a complete IT Service
Management solution for companies outside the
software development industry. Whatever your
business, Prepend can help you to get the most out of
Atlassian tools.
Hosting & Maintenance: Prepend’s robust
infrastructure ensures seamless access to all your
Atlassian (Data Center) servers including any apps your
business requires. We provide monitoring solutions
that detect patterns in logs and server performance
and, best of all, your upgrades will always be planned
according to your schedule ensuring minimal downtime.

Prepend are Atlassian
experts. We believe so
strongly in Atlassian
that we don’t feel the
need to offer anything
else. We’re a one stop
shop for all your
Atlassian needs.

Licensing: Seamlessly
purchase and manage all of
your Atlassian licenses
and apps based on your
budget cycles.
Training: As an
authorized Atlassian
Training Partner
we offer official
Atlassian course
materials including
hands-on exercises
and labs. Our
instructors have
real world
experience and the
small class sizes
guarantee individual
attention in our open
classes and in customized
training on your
premises.
.EU
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Every tool for every job.

For more information please contact us
prepend.eu • +31 88 4242 0 88 • info@prepend.eu
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